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I. INTRODUCTION

After many years of a booming, highly profitable housing market, in late 2008 the United States experienced the largest price drop in homes in the nation’s history.\(^1\) U.S. home values plummeted by almost 30\% in October of 2008.\(^2\) This drop was almost double the number registered in the United States during the Great Depression.\(^3\) Many experts believe that the bursting of the housing bubble was the catalyst for the recession that originated at the same time.\(^4\) Since the housing crisis, many proposals have been set forth attempting to provide a solution for the crisis the United States faces. However, no proposal has created such a buzz, or has been so well received, as that of Robert Hockett.\(^5\) Hockett is a Professor of Law at Cornell Law School whose principal teaching, research, and writing interests lie in the fields of organizational, financial, and monetary law and economics.\(^6\)

Hockett’s solution to the underwater mortgage crisis contains many complexities. One of the purposes of this Comment is to adequately explain those complexities. However, this will be done with a bigger purpose in mind—to prove that Hockett’s solution is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution for the current crisis. A more detailed explanation of Hockett’s proposal is contained in part II of this Comment, but the fundamental idea that Hockett puts forth is as follows.

First, Hockett suggests that local municipalities use their eminent domain power to take underwater mortgages from banks at a price

---


\(^3\) Id.


\(^6\) Id.
that would “justly compensate” the banks.\textsuperscript{7} “Just compensation” would equal the fair market value of the home in the current housing market.\textsuperscript{8} These mortgages would then be bought by private investors who would in turn begin receiving the homeowner’s mortgage payment.\textsuperscript{9} These private investors are incentivized by a profit that is “created” as a result of the deal.\textsuperscript{10} Then, in the end, those with underwater mortgages are provided with a new mortgage that is equal to the value of their home in the present market.\textsuperscript{11}

Hockett’s proposal has produced much debate. There are schools of people eager to either defend or devour his solution.\textsuperscript{12} Whether the proposal will be productive in an economic sense and whether the proposal is constitutional has been of much debate in recent months.\textsuperscript{13} While both of these issues should be determining factors in deciding whether to implement the solution, the two issues are both beyond the scope of this Comment. The purpose of this Comment is to address Hockett’s proposal from an ethical prospective. Although the economic and constitutional consequences of Hockett’s proposal are still highly in debate, there seems to be a lack of ethical reflection on the issue. As a prospective attorney, the Author understands that legal issues are based on the law rather than on what is “ethical” or what is “right.” However, when determining what the law should be or what the current law is meant to express, it is important to look at the matter from an ethical prospective.

The Author’s purpose is to show the American community—and specifically the legal community—how and why Hockett’s proposal is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution for the underwater mortgage crisis. To achieve this end, the Author will give a detailed explanation of Professor Hockett’s proposal in Part II. Next, the Author will set forth Hockett’s explanation of what caused the underwater mortgage crisis in Part III. In Part IV the Author will provide his

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{9} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{11} Hockett, supra note 7, at 151.
\item \textsuperscript{13} A quick Google search will provide numerous articles on whether Hockett’s plan is economically sound or constitutional.
\end{itemize}
own belief on what the cause of the underwater mortgage crisis is. Then, after showing how Hockett does not assess the cause of the underwater mortgage crisis correctly, the Author will then show the reader how Hockett’s solution is not ethically appropriate in Part V. This Comment will evaluate the ethical resolve of Hockett’s solution using the legal philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. However, the Author is confident that if the reader is willing to inspect Hockett’s solution against the facts of what created the underwater mortgage crisis, the reader will then develop an intuitive sense for why Hockett’s solution is neither ethically correct nor appropriate.

II. ROBERT HOCKETT’S EMINENT DOMAIN SOLUTION

Robert Hockett’s eminent domain solution contains many detailed complexities that are beyond the scope of this Comment. However, to understand the overall message of this Comment, the fundamental idea of Hockett’s solution must be understood. This Section will explain Hockett’s proposal only to the extent needed to lay a foundation for the ultimate purpose of this Comment—to show both how and why Hockett’s proposal is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution to the underwater mortgage crisis. Also, it must be remembered that Hockett’s solution requires action at the municipal level. Therefore, this general overview cannot and does not attempt to explain nuances between what one municipality may choose to do in comparison to another municipality. Rather, this Section is intended to explain the general similarities that will be carried out by any municipality that chooses to implement Professor Hockett’s proposal.

As explained, the first step in Hockett’s proposal asks local municipalities to use their eminent domain power to take the underwater mortgages from banks that own the underwater mortgages.\(^{14}\) The banks must then be “justly compensated.” In other words, the banks must be given the fair market value of the homes under the current housing market.\(^{15}\) On a related note, Hockett views this issue as being locally based in that certain areas of the United States have been and are being affected by this crisis much more than other areas.\(^{16}\) Therefore, Hockett believes that local municipalities are much better qualified to address the problem than the federal government is, and he believes that these municipalities should implement Hockett’s solu-

\(^{14}\) Hockett, supra note 7, at 150–51.


\(^{16}\) Id. at 152.
One benefit of a local solution is that it would allow for municipalities to tailor their plans to their local circumstances.

In order to purchase these mortgages, municipalities deposit investor-supplied funds in state-administered escrow accounts maintained only for this purpose. The amount deposited, as mandated by law, equals the probable just compensation ultimately to be paid for the condemned mortgages. Probable just compensation is determined via municipality-procured appraisals. Once the underwater mortgages are acquired, each municipality, in cooperation with the private investors, comes to an agreement on the amount the homeowners pay the private investors for the mortgage. This agreement is made pursuant to criteria commonly employed by ordinary market lenders like the Federal Housing Administration.

In the end, this process results in providing those with underwater mortgages with a new mortgage rate that is much closer to the value of their mortgage in today’s market as opposed to what their mortgage was worth at the time when the individual purchased the home. In theory, this is a great idea. However, the Author proposes that while Hockett’s solution may be theoretically sound, it lacks the ability to be practically sound or ethically appropriate.

III. ROBERT HOCKETT’S EXPLANATION OF WHAT CAUSED THE CRISES AND THE REASONING FOR HIS SOLUTION

In order for a person to make an educated decision that Hockett’s proposal is not the ethically correct or appropriate solution for the underwater mortgage crisis, two issues must be understood. First, the fundamentals of Hockett’s solution must be understood. This has been discussed in Part II of this Comment. The second issue that must be understood is Professor Hockett’s perception of the problem and the reasoning he employs to account for his solution. Once this has been explained, the framework will have been laid to show how Hockett’s solution is neither an ethically correct nor appropriate solution to the underwater mortgage crisis.

Professor Hockett believes that the current underwater mortgage crisis was created by individuals who were acting rationally. Hockett claims that because these individuals were acting in a rational manner,

---

17. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id. at 151.
the housing crisis was unavoidable absent major Federal intervention.26 While Federal intervention certainly could have helped the current underwater mortgage crisis, the crisis should not have been preventable only through Federal intervention. Hockett also asserts that when looking at all the concerned parties of the underwater mortgage crisis, each party made blameless decisions with the possible exception of the central bank.27 Hockett further explains that the act of parties acting in a financially defensible manner is what enabled the bubble to form.28 As expressed by him, Professor Hockett holds that to attempt to identify and hold accountable the responsible parties is a frivolous pursuit.29

Finally, Hockett states that rather than wasting time pointing the finger at anybody—home buyer, lender, or market investor—what the country should really focus on is the need to clean up the present wreckage.30 Professor Hockett believes that the individuals who created the problem are no better positioned collectively to fix the problem than they were to create it.31 To best show how Professor Hockett views the current crisis and how he proposes solving it, the Author provides the following quote from Hockett.

> It should be kept in mind in considering the foregoing [solution] that the purpose of the [solution] is not to bail out the borrower; the policy analysis does not depend on the morality of the borrower’s or the lender’s prior actions in taking or making a toxic mortgage loan. The purpose is to save the neighbor, the community, and the city itself . . . .32

While what Hockett is attempting to accomplish is admirable, the Author believes that Hockett’s perception of the underwater mortgage crisis does not fully explain the causation of the crisis. The following Section will be devoted to explaining that there is actually a specific reason for the collapse of the housing market. This should bring light to how and why Hockett’s solution is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution to the underwater mortgage crisis.

IV. THE AUTHOR’S EXPLANATION OF WHAT CAUSED THE CURRENT UNDERWATER MORTGAGE CRISIS

During the significant period of time devoted to reading Professor Hockett’s writings concerning his solution to the underwater mortgage crisis, the Author became troubled by what he could not find. Specifically, the Author was never able to find a full and adequate

26. Id.
27. Id. at 132.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 130.
30. Hockett, supra note 7, at 130.
31. Id.
32. Hockett, supra note 18, at 267.
The description of the underwater mortgage crisis—one that fully explains both the causes and reveals the culprits of the crisis. As clarified above, Hockett has expressed that the mortgage crisis was inevitable and based on people making financially rational decisions.\footnote{33}{See Robert Hockett, \textit{It Takes a Village: Municipal Condemnation Proceedings and Public/Private Partnerships for Mortgage Loan Modification, Value Preservation, and Local Economic Recovery}, 18 \textit{Stan. J.L. Bus. \\& Fin.} 121, 138 (2013).} The Author must disagree. In fact, the Author strongly disagrees. Therefore, the Author will now attempt to show the true catalyst of the underwater mortgage crisis.

Unfortunately, there is still much debate over what exactly caused the mortgage crisis of 2008. However, this outside debate does not shake the Author’s belief that he can show, at the very least, the chief component that created the crisis. Furthermore, the Author also believes that Hockett’s solution becomes clearly inappropriate from an ethical standpoint once the chief cause of the underwater mortgage crisis becomes apparent. Thus, the Author will now show that the crisis is largely attributable to the deregulation of the financial market that began in the early 1970s and the many horrific consequences that followed as a direct result of this deregulation.\footnote{34}{James Crotty, \textit{Structural Causes of the Global Financial Crisis: A Critical Assessment of the ‘New Financial Architecture,’} 33 \textit{Cambridge Journal of Economics} 563 (2009), \url{http://cje.oxfordjournals.org/content/33/4/563.full.pdfhtml}.}

\section*{A. A Brief History of What Led to the Crisis}

In the aftermath of the Great Depression, it was nearly universally believed that unregulated financial markets were inherently unstable, subject to fraud and manipulation by insiders, and capable of causing great economic crisis and political and social unrest.\footnote{35}{Id.} Therefore, in order to protect the country from these dangers, in the mid-1930s the United States government created a strict financial regulatory system that was largely kept in place through the 1960s.\footnote{36}{Id.} This new model was based on the economic philosophies of Maynard Keynes and Hyman Minsky.\footnote{37}{Id. at 563–64.} Their ideas generated a change in the American policy perspective of financial markets that was supportive of tight financial market regulation.\footnote{38}{Crotty, supra note 34, at 564.}

Then, the financial turbulence felt in the 1970s and early 1980s led to another policy regime shift concerning financial market regulation.\footnote{39}{Crotty, \textit{supra} note 34, at 564.} Efficient financial market theory and new classical macro theory began to replace the conservative Keynesian and Minskian views.\footnote{40}{Id.} The existing system of tight financial market regulation was...
thus deconstructed through radical deregulation that was pushed by financial institutions that were justifying this new and efficient market theory. These developments then led to the current globally-integrated, deregulated financial market.

B. The Creation of the Crisis

By the time George W. Bush took office in 2001, the United States financial sector was more powerful than ever before due to the creation of derivatives and the inability to regulate these derivatives because of the shift in American financial market theory. During this time there were five investment banks (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, and Bear Stearns), two financial conglomerates (Citigroup and JP Morgan) and three credit rating agencies (Moody’s, Standards & Poor’s, and Fitch) were dominating the financial industry.

The driving force behind these companies was a newly created derivative named a Collateralized Debt Obligation, or “CDO.” These CDOs are a collection of mortgage-backed securities and other loans including car loans, corporate debt, credit-card debt, etc. Once the CDOs are created, they are then sold to investors so that banks can quickly recover the money they just distributed for the loans.

In the old system of Keynes and Minsky, when a homeowner made his or her mortgage payment every month, this payment went back to whomever the homeowner borrowed the money from—usually the bank. These lenders were in turn very careful about whom they loaned money to. This caution was only exacerbated by the fact that mortgages take decades to pay back.

41. Id.
42. Id.
45. INSIDE JOB (Sony Pictures Classics 2010) (a paginated copy of the transcript to this Academy Award winning documentary can be found at http://www.sonyclassics.com/awards-information/insidejob_screenplay.pdf) (the following citation can be found on page 22 of the transcript).
46. Id. at 23.
49. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 23.
50. Id.
51. Id.
However, in the new system, lenders sell mortgages to investment banks such as those listed above. Then, these investment banks pay the rating agencies to evaluate the CDOs and determine whether buying a particular CDO would be a good investment. After receiving a grade, these CDOs are then sold by the investment banks to private investors. Thus, in today’s system, when homeowners pay their mortgages the money travels to investors across the globe. This, in turn, means that money cannot be followed and monitored like it was in days past.

It is easy to see why this new deregulated financial market system quickly became a ticking time bomb. The new system created a structure that allows the lenders, grading agencies, and investment banks to work exclusively and symbiotically toward their own financial advantage without any regulation of, or consequences for, poor lending, poor grading, or poor investing. Lenders no longer have to worry about whether borrowers can or will repay them because the lenders know that the mortgage will be bought by an investment bank. The lenders know that the mortgage will be purchased by an investment bank because the more CDOs the investment banks sell to private investors the higher the investment bank’s profits will be. The investment bank knows that they will be able to sell their CDOs to investors because the investment bank pays the rating agency, and if the investment bank is not getting AAA ratings (the highest rating possible) for their CDOs then the investment banks can simply choose another grading agency to work with. This practice is possible because grading agencies have no liability if their ratings of a CDO prove incorrect. Therefore, again, the United States financial market has eventually become so unregulated that it now allows lenders, grading agencies, and investment banks to act in their own self-interest, without consequence, and at the expense of our society. This deregulation created what the media calls “the bubble,” or, what should really be

52. Id.
55. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 23.
57. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 23.
58. Id.
59. Id.
known as: the complete and total fabrication of the price of a group of assets (CDOs) that is not justified by the actual price of those assets.60

Martin Wolf, Chief Economics Commentator of The Financial Times, described the current financial market system as not creating real profits or real income.61 Wolf further stated that money is simply being created by the system, and that in retrospect the system is a global Ponzi scheme.62

C. The Consequences of the Crisis, Including Those Going Without Consequence

Once the country realized there was not as much money in the system as alleged by those who created the underwater mortgage crisis, on October 4th, 2008, President Bush signed a $700 billion dollar bailout bill that would in essence put real currency into the financial market made of fraudulent monetary reports.63 In other words, hundreds of billions of dollars were given to the various companies listed at the beginning of this Section—the same companies that not only crippled the American housing market but also the global economy.64 And, in what seems to be an adding insult to injury fashion, the top five executives at Lehman Brothers made over a billion dollars between 2000 and 2007.65 Then, once the firm went bankrupt, the executives were somehow allowed to keep all of this money.66 In like fashion, Stan O’Neil, the CEO of Merrill Lynch, received $90 million in 2006 and 2007 alone.67 Then, after driving the firm into the ground, Merrill Lynch’s board of directors allowed O’Neil to resign and collect $161 million in severance.68

In the five years following the financial collapse, not one executive from any of these financial institutions have been criminally charged.69 Not one. There is no denying that those who created the financial crisis that began in late 2008 have had little to no consequences for driving the economy into the ground.70 It should be noted that over the last decade the financial services industry has made roughly $5 billion dollars’ worth of political contributions to the

61. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 25.
62. Id. at 26.
64. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 53.
65. Id. at 56.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Biktimirov, supra note 48, at 212.
70. Id.
United States. The Author has no proof that these contributions play a factor in why these executives have had no criminal charges brought against them, but one may speculate that a $5 billion contribution could be the cause.

D. Why Robert Hockett’s Explanation of the Crisis is Inadequate

After this explanation of what the deregulation of the American financial market has done to cause the underwater mortgage crisis, there should now be a clear distinction between how Professor Hockett describes the collapse of the housing market as opposed to the Author's explanation of the collapse. Professor Hockett barely acknowledges the deregulation of the American financial market and how deregulation was a major, if not the complete, catalyst for the current underwater mortgage crisis. Furthermore, while only devoting two paragraphs to the deregulation of the American financial market, Hockett spends approximately ten pages attempting to explain that the underwater mortgage crisis is the result of “rational thinking.”

That Hockett did not adequately address the cause of the current underwater mortgage crisis is the primary reason why the Author chose to address this topic. The Author can find no reason why Hockett would purposely withhold this information from the public—a public who looks to experts such as Professor Hockett to provide them with the information necessary to make an informed decision about the current underwater mortgage crisis.

Unfortunately, the average person is not equipped with the information required to decipher whether Professor Hockett has fully addressed the causes that crippled the housing market. This is why the Author finds it so important to pass the correct information along to the general public. The Author would like to assume that Professor Hockett did not think it necessary to address this issue in more detail. Alternatively, maybe Hockett did not think that an explanation such as that just given would be important when deciding the best route to take in rescuing the country from the underwater mortgage crisis. However, this does not seem to be the case. Whether due to oversight or ulterior motives, Professor Hockett egregiously omits information that is paramount to understanding the crisis and in determining an ethical and proper solution. When the full cause of the crisis is disclosed, Professor Hockett’s solution cannot and will not be born by an informed public. If the government chooses to deal with the current underwater mortgage crisis by placing the blame where it belongs,

71. INSIDE JOB, supra note 45, at 60.
73. Id. at 126–136.
forcing those individuals to be liable for their actions, then Professor Hockett’s solution will no longer be viable.

E. How Robert Hockett’s Explanation of the Crisis is Inadequate

As explained earlier, Professor Hockett asserts that the underwater mortgage crisis was created by unavoidable, financially rational decision-making.\(^74\) It should now be clear that this is untrue.\(^75\) In fact, Hockett’s statement is in direct opposition to the real cause of the current underwater mortgage crisis. The executives at these financial institutions clearly knew what they were doing\(^76\), and the situation certainly could have been avoided if there was any practical regulation of the American financial markets.\(^77\) More than that, the underwater mortgage crisis could have been avoided if these executives at the lending institutions, grading agencies, and investment banks did not knowingly decide to act in their own financial self-interest with no concern for the economic well-being of the rest of the nation.\(^78\)

Another issue that becomes clear after learning how and why the financial market collapsed is the fact that one logical solution to the problem—to hold the lending institutions, grading agencies, investment banks, and their executives responsible for the problem that they created—has not been implemented.\(^79\) Within Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Bear Stearns, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, and J.P. Morgan, just to name a few, not one senior officer has been sued to date.\(^80\) One of the many reasons why Professor Hockett’s solution is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution to the underwater mortgage crisis is because it does not hold accountable the people who created the underwater mortgage crisis. However, this is certainly not the only reason.

F. The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission’s Opinion

The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission was created under the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act that was passed by the United States Congress and signed by President Obama in May of 2009.\(^81\) This ten-member panel was composed of private citizens with experience in the areas of housing, economics, finance, market regulation,
banking, and consumer protection. Six of the Commission’s members were appointed by the Democratic leadership of Congress and four by the Republican leadership. The Commission’s statutory instructions contained twenty-two specific issues that should be investigated, and it asked the commission to examine the collapse of the major financial institutions that failed or would have failed if not for the $700 billion bail-out bill.

In their final report published in January of 2011, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission used variations of the “fraud” at least 157 times when describing what caused the crisis. The Commission concluded that there was a “systemic breakdown,” not just in accountability, but also in ethical behavior. Furthermore, the Commission found the signs of fraud everywhere, and the number of reports of suspected mortgage fraud rose twenty-fold between 1998 and 2005 and then doubled again the next four years. The Commission reached nine main conclusions that it published in The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report: Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes of the Financial and Economic Crisis in the United States, some of which will now be quoted:

We conclude this financial crisis was avoidable . . . We conclude a combination of excessive borrowing, risky investments, and lack of transparency put the financial system on a collision course with crisis . . . We conclude there was a systematic breakdown in accountability and ethics . . . We conclude collapsing mortgage-lending standards and the mortgage securitization pipeline lit and spread the flame of contagion and crisis . . . We conclude the failures of credit rating agencies were essential cogs in the wheel of financial destruction.

Another reason why Hockett’s solution is troublesome is that while the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission—a commission elected by the United States Congress for the purpose of determining the cause of the financial collapse—is quoted as saying that the underwater mortgage crisis was avoidable, Professor Hockett claims the complete opposite. Hockett specifically states that it was “rational and
indeed unavoidable . . . for individual market actors to enter into transactions that ultimately aggregated into the bubble.” 92 Yet, the Commission explains that mortgages were being falsely attributed creditworthiness that then became the sole collateral for highly leveraged securities.93 These securities were then marked to have the highest credit rating possible given by the credit rating agencies.94 Therefore, after the Committee explained that mortgages were given completely fabricated creditworthiness, Professor Hockett attempts to convince the general public that the crisis was unavoidable and was created by rational decision-making.

V. HOW ROBERT HOCKETT’S SOLUTION IS NOT AN ETHICALLY CORRECT SOLUTION ACCORDING TO THE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS

A significant portion of this Comment has been devoted to explaining the lack of ethical decision-making that created the current underwater mortgage crisis and to explaining the solution Professor Hockett poses to fix the problem. Moreover, as explained early in this Comment, this was done in order to set up the main purpose of this Comment—to show how and why Professor Hockett’s solution is not an ethically correct or appropriate solution to the underwater mortgage crisis. While it is important that a problem of this magnitude be solved quickly and efficiently, it is most important that the correct solution be applied to the problem. The Author argues that for a solution to be correct, it must also be ethical. This is not the only characteristic of a correct solution; however, it is an important characteristic in determining a solution. Thus, this ethical characteristic is the focus of this Comment. The purpose of this Section is to adequately explain why Professor Hockett’s solution is not an ethically correct solution to the underwater mortgage crisis. To achieve this end, the Author will utilize the legal philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas.

The legal philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas, while complex, is grounded in basic principles that can be universally understood and applied to any situation. This, in large part, is what motivated the Author to use Aquinas’s legal philosophy to demonstrate how and why Hockett’s solution is not ethically sound. Specifically, the Author will be utilizing Aquinas’s definition of justice. The simplicity of Aquinas’s definition of justice is helpful in that it can be applied to any situation. The Author’s purpose in this Section is to explain Aquinas’s definition of justice, to practically apply this definition of justice to the underwater mortgage crisis, and, through the application of

92. Id.
93. Rakoff, supra note 85, at 4.
94. Id.
Aquinas’s definition of justice, to prove that Professor Hockett’s solution is not ethically sound.

A. An Explanation of St. Thomas Aquinas’s Definition of Justice

For Aquinas, justice is one of the four Cardinal Virtues, or moral virtues, of which the other three are prudence, temperance, and courage. Aquinas claims that the virtue of justice governs a person’s relationship with others. Specifically, justice entails a constant willingness to extend to each person what he or she deserves. While Aquinas’s description of justice contains much complexity that is beyond what is necessary for this Comment, it should be acknowledged that Aquinas alludes to a bifurcated explanation of justice—justice in relation to the individual and justice in relation to the community.

Justice in relation to the community is what Aquinas defines as legal justice. In short, Aquinas states that the purpose of legal justice is to govern a person’s actions according to the common good of the community. Interpreted this way, legal justice is a virtue that concerns not individual benefits but the welfare of the community. Furthermore, each member of the community relates to that community as a part relates to a whole—the part being the individual and the whole being the community. Thus, it logically follows that anything that affects an individual in a community also affects the community as a whole. Likewise, the actions of the individual in the community can and will effect the community as a whole. Thus, again, that which is focused on the common good of the community is defined as being legally just according to Aquinas. The Author will now show that Hockett’s solution is not ethically correct nor appropriate because it is not in the best interest of the American community.

B. Robert Hockett’s Solution Does Not Treat the Cause of the Underwater Mortgage Crisis at its Source

Every solution is created in order to repair a problem. In order for the problem to be repaired, the problem must be properly assessed. If a problem is not properly assessed, then the solution created from this


97. Id., Q. 58 Art. 1, at 1429.

98. Id., Q. 58 Art. 5, at 1431–32.

99. Id.

100. Id., Q. 58 Art. 6, at 1432–33.

101. Id.

102. Aquinas, supra note 96, Q. 58 Art. 5 at 1431–32.

103. Id., Q. 58 Art. 5 at 1432–33.
assessment will not be very useful, nor will it solve the problem. Additionally, every problem seeks a permanent solution. If a problem is to be permanently solved, the solution must attack the problem at the problem’s source. Therefore, if a solution does not attack a problem at its source, then the problem always has the chance of resurfacing and is not a true, permanent solution. A solution that is incapable of eliminating a crisis due to a lack of understanding the root cause of the crisis is unlikely to prevent the recurrence of that same crisis. This sort of “solution” is clearly not in the best interest of the American community.

Therefore, since it has been shown that Professor Hockett’s assessment of how the mortgage crisis was created is incorrect, and if it can now be shown that his solution does not seek a permanent solution, then it will quickly become clear that Hockett’s solution is incapable of ensuring that the crisis disappears; and a solution that is incapable of ensuring that the crisis disappears cannot be what is in the best interest of the community.

If a permanent solution to a problem is desired, then the most logical approach to solving the problem is to fix the problem where it originated. While it might take less time and/or resources to simply clean up the mess that the problem created, this will not create a permanent solution. The common good of the community might temporarily benefit from a “quick fix,” but the common good of the community will benefit much more from a permanent solution. There may be certain situations where a community may decide that it would be more economically advantageous for the community to opt for the quick fix rather than the permanent solution; however, the Author does not find it to be a stretch to say that a permanent solution is what is needed for the underwater mortgage crisis.

Imagine a community of homeowners. Since moving in, each homeowner has noticed that his or her pipe underneath their master bathroom sink leaks in the middle of the night for an unknown reason. One solution is for each community member to hire Sam’s Water Clean Up to come to his or her house every afternoon to clean up the water from the leaking pipes. While inefficient, this is a solution insofar as each homeowner will come home from work each evening to find a bathroom floor that is free of water. However, the better, permanent solution is to treat the problem at its source by fixing or repairing the pipe so that the leaking no longer occurs. While the former option is a temporary solution that must be applied over and over again, the latter is capable of resolving the problem permanently. Furthermore, by completely removing the problem the community will no longer have to continuously deal with the problem, will not have to spend unnecessary money on Sam’s Water Clean Up, and will

104. Refer to pages 8–20 of this note.
not risk any further damage that could be created from the bathroom
sink and floor being consistently wet.

Professor Hockett’s solution to the underwater mortgage crisis is
similar to hiring Sam’s Water Clean Up rather than assessing and fix-
ing the root cause of the problem and eliminating the recurrence of
the leak. Hockett’s solution does not provide a permanent solution to
the underwater mortgage crisis; in fact, it clearly leaves the American
people at risk for another crisis to occur. For example, Professor
Hockett’s solution does not call for any of the criminal or civil mea-
sures against these financial institutions.105 Why would these individ-
uals change their behavior if they know they will face no
consequences for their actions? The good of a community is not
served when people are able to freely commit crimes without
consequence.

Furthermore, Hockett suggests that it is unimportant to try and find
the cause of the current underwater mortgage crisis.106 This theory is
problematic because the good of a community is not served when that
community does not attempt to uncover the origin of its mistakes. It
is difficult to prevent a leak from repeatedly occurring without first
accurately determining the root cause of the leak and then making
repairs to ensure the initial cause of the leak does not return. To ben-
efit the entire United States community, actions must be taken to
eliminate the root cause of the underwater mortgage crisis in order to
dramatically decrease the likelihood of a recurrence. The fact that Pro-
fessor Hockett’s solution does not address the issue in a way that
would prevent the crisis from happening again is one of the many rea-
sons why it is unethical and not in the best interest of the American
community. What is in the best interest of the United States commu-
nity is to implement a solution to the underwater mortgage crisis that
addresses the crisis at its origin and ensures that it can never occur
again.

C. Robert Hockett’s Solution Does Not Hold Those Who Created
the Underwater Mortgage Crisis Accountable

The fact that no executives have been held criminally or civilly lia-
 ble for their actions, coupled with the fact that Hockett does not find
this to be an issue, is further reason why Professor Hockett’s solution
is not in the best interest of the American community. As suggested,
this issue will be dealt with in two prongs. First, the issue of why there
is currently no incentive for the executives of these financial institu-
tions to change their behavior will be addressed. Second, the issue of
why there is a lack of civil suits being filed against the executives of

105. See generally Robert Hockett, It Takes a Village: Municipal Condemnation
Proceedings and Public/Private Partnerships for Mortgage Loan Modification, Value
106. Hockett, supra note 7, at 130.
these companies will be addressed. And, again, the fact that both of these issues are not issues for Hockett provides more reason why his solution is not in America’s best interest.

1. Criminal Liability

If a permanent solution to the underwater mortgage crisis is really desired, then it logically follows that one of the goals of the solution must be to prevent the crisis from occurring again. However, there is currently no reason for the executives who caused the underwater mortgage crisis to exhibit behavior different than the behavior that caused the current crisis. As explained, not one executive to date is facing criminal charges for his or her actions. This poses a significant problem. If there is no reason for these individuals to act differently, then there is nothing preventing history from repeating itself. Frankly, there is little reason to attempt to solve the crisis if it is practically inevitable that the crisis will occur again.

Hockett’s solution is not in the best interest of the community because it specifically avoids punishing the culprits. In fact, Hockett says that assessing blame is a waste of time. This could not be further from the truth about what is needed to solve the crisis. It is obviously in the best interest of the American community to implement a solution that will permanently solve the problem, and to do this the culprits must be identified and sufficiently punished. It is a futile exercise to clean up a mess that will almost certainly be created again, and if these executives are not held accountable then they have no reason not to continue exhibiting the same behavior. Furthermore, this can lead others to view this as acceptable behavior because they see it going unpunished. The ethically correct course of action to take is to ensure that something like this never happens again. Professor Hockett’s solution does not provide this assurance.

2. Civil Liability

Another logical method of dealing with this crisis is to hold these executives civilly liable. Our civil justice system is based on the principle that when person or entity X harms person or entity Y, X should be responsible for compensating for the damages incurred by Y. Yet, somehow this method of justice has not been applied to the culprits of the current underwater mortgage crisis. Furthermore, Hockett does not mention this type of solution anywhere in his writings. As explained, Hockett says that the focus should not be placed on pointing fingers but rather focusing on cleaning up the current wreckage.
As if the lack of criminal charges facing corporate executives was not enough, the top five executives at Lehman Brothers made over a billion dollars between 2000 and 2007, and these individuals were able to keep all of this money.\textsuperscript{111} Stan O’Neil, the former CEO of Merrill Lynch, was able to walk away from a company that was driven into the ground with a severance package valued at $161 million.\textsuperscript{112} Again, one of the most baffling aspects of the underwater mortgage crisis is the fact that these executives were able to walk away from the damage they caused without any criminal consequence and without being required to put the money that they earned unethically back into the housing market.

The Author will not attempt to determine a hypothetical dollar amount for which these executives might have been charged in a civil suit; and even if a civil suit had taken place and the judgment had been in the billions of dollars, there is no way to know if this would have been able to save the country from the underwater mortgage crisis and the economic collapse that followed. What is highly probable is that if such a suit had taken place and the culprits were charged according to the damage caused, the likelihood of a recurrence would be greatly diminished. Instead, there has been no case, no judgment, and no repercussion of any magnitude for the culpable parties. There has clearly been a lack of adherence to the principle of when person or entity X has harmed person or entity Y, X should be responsible for compensating for the damages incurred by Y in relation to this crisis.

Just as Professor Hockett’s solution mentions nothing about holding these executives criminally liable, his solution also mentions nothing about holding these executives civilly liable. This is not in the best interest of the American community. One of the primary duties of our judicial system is to punish and prevent crime. To not utilize the purpose of our judicial system concerning the current underwater mortgage crisis is not in the best interest of the community. Therefore, a solution, like Hockett’s, that lacks any use of the American judicial system cannot be in the best interest of the community.

D. Robert Hockett’s Solution Requires Valid Contracts to be Broken

Another reason why Professor Hockett’s solution to the underwater mortgage crisis is not tailored to the common good of the community is that it requires valid, legal contracts to be broken.\textsuperscript{113} The breaking of these contracts would require banks to take a forced loss.\textsuperscript{114} This would be the equivalent of A lending money to B so B could make a
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large purchase and then the government stepping in and telling A that it no longer has a right to get its money back. What is even more of a problem is the fact that Professor Hockett has defined this loss as a “raise in value.”115 In a recent paper, Professor Hockett falsely states that write-downs have the important advantage of raising value.116 Hockett’s explanation for how write-downs raise or create value in mortgages is as follows: “Bank officers know that underwater loans foreclose at high rates, with the result that expected values fall needlessly short of face values; hence, they find it financially rational to write down these loans.”117 In other words, it would be better for these banks to receive a “guaranteed” smaller amount than an “un-guaranteed” larger amount.

In an e-mail the Author received from Professor Hockett, Hockett explained that there is surplus generated by write-downs because write-downs lower default risk.118 In other words, if there is a home mortgage note worth $400,000 that is underwater and is therefore worth only $300,000 at market value, the lending banks would rather write down the mortgage to market value and have a greater chance of collecting $300,000 and avoiding foreclosure than a lesser chance of collecting $400,000. This higher chance of receiving less money is what Hockett has coined a “raise in value.”

However, the problem with Hockett’s explanation is that even if these lending institutions do find it in their best interest to write-down mortgages, this still does not create value. What write-downs do is make it statistically more likely that the lending institutions will receive a dollar amount that is smaller than the larger amount the bank is owed and is statistically less likely to receive. This is not a creation in value. On the contrary, this is an undeniable loss. If any bank agrees to only receive $300,000 on a $400,000 mortgage, the Author guarantees that the bank accounts for a $100,000 loss.

Furthermore, it does not benefit the American community for local governments to use their eminent domain powers to force the severance of contracts that both parties agreed to and signed. At the time both parties signed the contract, the parties should have recognized that there are always certain risks that come with contractual agreements. If a party does not want to bear the threat of that risk, then the party should not enter into the contract. It is not in the best interest of the community to not force those who freely entered into a contract to not be accountable for that contract.
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E. Robert Hockett’s Solution has no Likelihood of Being Any More Efficient than Leaving the Housing Market Alone

Another reason why Professor Hockett’s solution to the underwater mortgage crisis is not tailored to what is in the best interest of the American community is that the solution does not have a strong likelihood of getting mortgages out of an underwater status any more quickly or efficiently than letting the housing market balance itself out. In the last quarter of 2011 there were 12.1 million residential properties with underwater mortgages. In September of 2013 there were only 6.4 million residential properties with underwater mortgages. Thus, in the past two years, with no plan or solution being implemented, the number of residential properties with underwater mortgages has nearly been cut in half.

Professor Hockett explains that only certain homes will be eligible for his eminent domain solution. The reason for this is to provide security for the parties involved. Thus, only mortgages that have a high likelihood of being brought out of underwater status will qualify for the plan. Under these rules, Professor Hockett says that in California just fewer than 1.5 million homes will qualify for the plan. However, Professor Hockett is not able to back this number up with any empirical evidence—after stating the number of homes that will be eligible in California no citation is provided that shows where this information is coming from. Even if it is assumed that Professor Hockett’s numbers are accurate, this means that roughly 75% of homes in California with underwater mortgages will qualify. Therefore, with no solution or plan in place there has been a 50% drop in underwater mortgages, and if Professor Hockett’s plan has a 100% success rate, then 75% of mortgages in California will no longer be underwater. However, there is no way to know how many mortgages will be taken out of underwater status. Furthermore, the threat of severe unintended consequences negatively affecting the housing mar-
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ket and the economy is significant with a plan that has never been implemented.

The Author finds no reason to, more than five years since the beginning of the underwater mortgage crisis, try and implement Professor Hockett’s plan if the underwater mortgage crisis is already being solved. It is not in the best interest in the American community to implement a plan that would significantly affect the financial market—with potential catastrophic unintended consequences—in order to solve a problem that is already solving itself.

VI. Conclusion

The Author has now shown the American community—specifically the legal community who is in charge of deciding how to handle the current underwater mortgage crisis—that Professor Hockett’s solution is not in the best interest of the community. The Author is confident that an unbiased, open-minded reader will naturally develop an intuitive sense for why Hockett’s solution is not in the best interest of the community from reading the first four Sections of this Comment. However, in order to solidify the fact that Hockett’s solution is not appropriate, the Author has implemented the legal philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. Specifically, the Author utilized Aquinas’s idea of what is legally just to provide numerous factual and logical reasons why Hockett’s solution is neither ethically correct nor appropriate.

First, it was shown that Professor Hockett’s solution does not treat the cause of the underwater mortgage crisis at its source. Then, it was shown that Hockett’s solution does not hold those who created the underwater mortgage crisis accountable either criminally or civilly. It was then shown that Hockett’s solution requires valid contracts to be broken. Lastly, it was shown that Hockett’s solution has no likelihood of being any more efficient than leaving the housing market alone.

The Author hopes that those who will soon be deciding whether to implement Professor Hockett’s solution will take the time to read this Comment.